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Abstract: This paper presents an approach to designing secure modular authentication system based on conventional
XOR biometrics. System consists of one or more clients, an authentication server and a trusted storage. Client is a device
used to capture biometrics, obtain auxiliary data and create encrypted cancelable templates during the enrolment and
verification phases. Authentication server manages encryption keys and verifies cancelable templates, while the trusted
storage, which can be either distributed or centralized, stores the encrypted templates. Two important characteristics of
the proposed system are that it keeps biometric templates encrypted or cancelable during all stages of storage,
transmission and verification, and that it does not suffer from severe computational costs and large sizes of encrypted
templates like systems based on homomorphic encryption. Additionally, system is general (i.e., it does do not depend on
specific cryptographic algorithms) and modular, which allows a user enrolled on one client to verify his identity on
another client connected to the same authentication server. Finally, security of the system is compared with the
requirements of a cryptographically secured biometric system that provides strong privacy protection.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Biometric authentication is the process of establishing user
identity based on physiological or behavioral qualities of
the person [1, 2]. Biometrics can be addressed as an
ultimate authentication solution: users do not need to
remember passwords or carry tokens and biometric traits
are distinctive and non-revocable in nature [3], thus
offering non-repudiation [4]. However, like any personal
information, biometric templates can be intercepted,
stolen, replayed or altered if unsecured biometric device is
connected to a network or if a skilled attacker gains
physical access to a device. A brief surveys of attacks on
biometric authentication systems, such as replaying old
data, stored template modification and communication
chanell interception are given in [5, 6]. Due to nonrevocability of biometric data aforementioned attacks and
misuses may lead to identity theft. Having that said, it
becomes clear that biometric systems operate with
sensitive personal information and that biometric template
security and privacy are important issues while designing

such authentication systems. To counterfeit identity theft,
one should not rely on administrative countermeasures or
misuse identification upon successful attack [7], followed
by erradiction and recovery from damages caused by
illegimite access to the resources. Identity theft should be
prevented with technological countermeasures that provide
sufficient level of security and privacy while downgrading
the performance of the system (computational costs and
storage requirements) to the reasonable level.
One approach to biometric template security and privacy is
cancelable biometrics. Cancelable biometrics refer to
intentional distortion of biometric features with noninvertible transforms [8]. In this scenario, while verifying
the user the same transform is applied to a given sample as
in enrolment phase. If template is considered to be
compromised, it’s revoked, as large number of transforms
are available. If a non-invertible transform operates with a
key, template is revoked and only the key is changed
during template update. Examples of cancelable transforms
are given in [9-11]. Non-invertible transforms are,
however, not a fail-safe solution to a problem. They may

be computationally expensive, partially reversible and they
degrade overall accuracy of the system. Additionally,
system is vulnerable to substitution attack if an adversary
who knows how the transform operates creates a
masquerade sample.

obtain the key or to create a masquerade version of
biometrics [7].

Another approach to providing template privacy is the
application of homomorphic encryption schemes [12, 13].
Homomorphic encryption refers to cryptographic
algorithms that allow some computations to be performed
in the encrypted domain. These schemes appears to be
suitable for application in conventional XOR biometric
systems (for example, iris based systems) as these systems
use bitwise XOR to calculate Hamming distance during
verification. Although applicable in theory, there are two
reasons why homomorphic encryption is not actually
practical: the encrypted template is large and the system is
computationally expensive. According to [13], calculating
the Hamming distance between two encrypted 1024 bit
templates would take approximately 10 minutes on 2GHz
processor.

As mentioned before, biometric authentication systems
consisting of four modules that reside in one device are
vulnerable to variety of attacks [15]. To prevent execution
of these attacks, entire system is split into three high-level
modules (residing on at least two devices) and both
cancelable biometrics and strong cryptographic protection
are introduced to the system. The modular system now
contains of: one or more clients (devices used to capture
biometrics, obtain auxiliary data from the user and create
encrypted cancelable templates), an authentication server
(device that manages encryption keys and verifies
cancelable templates) and a trusted storage that stores the
encrypted templates. If two or more clients are used within
the system, and a user enrolled on one client should be
allowed to verify his identity on another client connected
to the same authentication server, template storage must be
centralized. As the proposed system deals with the XOR
biometrics, a transform that reassembles the one-time-pad
cypher is used.

The main contribution of this paper is a general secure
modular authentication architecture based on conventional
XOR biometrics applicable to a variety of real-life
scenarios. An approach presented in this paper employs
public key cryptography, pseudorandom number
generators and cancelable biometrics. Non-invertible
transform operates with the key stored on a token, thus
reassembling two-factor authentication. The system does
not suffer from the drawbacks of homomorphic encryption
as cryptographic operations are not computationally
expensive and no large templates are created. As stated
before, biometric templates are encrypted or at least remain
cancelable during all stages of operation (excluding feature
extraction) resulting in a system prone to variety of attacks.
Also, the system satisfies the requirements of a
cryptographically secured biometric system that provides
strong privacy protection listed in [7].

2. AN OVERVIEW OF
BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS

ATTACKS

3. MODULAR BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS AND
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

Aside from cryptographic security, system is expected to
provide strong privacy protection, resulting in the
following set of requirements: (1) biometric templates
remain encrypted or at least cancelable during all stages of
storage, transmission and verification (e.g. authentication
server should never obtains unencrypted biometric
templates) and (2) no client is allowed to access private
keys stored on authentication server as it may compromise
the security of the templates. Further, resilience to a
template substitution attack and all low level attacks is
expected, the system should not suffer from severe
computational costs and cryptographic countermeasures
should not degrade the overall accuracy (i.e. they should
not increase false acceptance or false rejection rates).
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Biometric systems, as all traditional systems are
susceptible to variety of threats: Denial of Service,
circumvention, repudiation, contamination, coercion and
collusion [14]. Aforementioned threats are used to make
attacks on biometric authentication systems. Eight
different attack on unimodal biometric authentication
systems consisting of sensor, feature extraction, matching
and decision making modules have been identified in [15].
These include: sensor attack, replay attack (bypassing the
sensor), attack on the feature extraction module, attack on
the channel between feature extractor and matcher,
compromising the database, attack on the communication
channel between template database and the matcher and
overriding the result declared by the matcher module. More
on the protection from these attacks can be found in [16].
Attacks on biometric encryption systems (such as hillclimbing attack [17], non-randomness attacks [18], reusability attack [19], blended substitution attack [20] and
linkage attack [21]) are usually more complex when
compared to traditional biometric authentication systems.
The goal of an adversary is to reduce the search space,

4. SYSTEMS WITH DISTRIBUTED STORAGE
Systems with distributed storage store encrypted templates
on the clients. In this scenario, during the enrolment phase,
the system operates as follows:


User provides a token carrying numeric user ID and
non-invertible transform key Kt to the client.



Hash of the user ID is calculated on the client and
sent to the authentication server. Authentication
server generates a keypair (Kpriv, Kpub), stores the
private key with hash of user ID (H(id), Kpriv) and
sends public key to the client.



Client obtains biometrics, creates a template b0 and
generates cancelable binary template b = Kt  b0.



Client generates random seed s0 and encrypts it with
the public key: sE = E(s0 , Kpub). Client generates a
keystream s = PRNG (s0) using pseudorandom
number generator and given seed.



Client calculates s b, stores (H(id), sE, s b) and
discards the rest of the data.

Image 1: Systems with distributed storage
During the verification phase, the system operates as
follows:


User provides a token carrying numeric user ID and
non-invertible transform key Kt to the client.



Client obtains biometrics, creates a template b0’ and
generates cancelable binary template b’ = Kt  b0’.



Client calculates user ID hash and retrieves values sE
and (s b) from stored record (H(id), sE, s b) with
the corresponding user ID hash.



Client calculates s b  b’ and sends it with the
encrypted seed sE to the authentication server.



Hash of the user ID calculated on the client is sent to
the authentication server. Authentication server
retrieves private key from stored record (H(id), Kpriv)
with the corresponding user ID hash.



Authentication server decrypts the seed with the
private key s0 = E(sE , Kpriv) and generates the
keystream: s = PRNG (s0).



Server calculates b  b’ = s s  b  b’ and
compares the Hamming distance between cancellable
templates b and b’ with the treshold. According to
that result, the decision is made (user is genuine or
imposter) and sent back to the client.

The security of the system may be summarized as follows.
Templates are encrypted or at least cancelable during all
stages of storage, transmission and verification, and the
client is not allowed to access private keys stored on
authentication server, which satisfies the conditions set for
an ideal biometric system. System employs two factor
authentication thus making an imposter with auxiliary data
virtually impossible to claim as genuine user. If templates
stored on a client are somehow compromised, reenrolment
with another transform key and encryption key-pair will
remediate the situation. Substitution attacks cannot be
performed, as the public key is discarded at the end of
enrolment. As an adversary cannot recreate the keystream
s from the encrypted seed sE and the public key, system is
resilient to most of the attacks on the biometric encryption
systems. Regarding the usability of the system, the
following conclusions can be made: system can be
employed in one client – one server scenario. System can
be employed in many clients – one server scenario only if
users enrolled on one client are not expected to verify their
identity on another. However, user may enrol on multiple
clients, but this would require a client ID to be stored with
the encryption keys and user ID on the server. In this case,
user would have to re-enrol on each client if the transform
key is lost or stolen. Another limitation to the usability is
that system deals with conventional XOR biometrics,
which is not applicable to all modalities.

5. SYSTEMS WITH CENTRALIZED STORAGE
Systems with centralized storage do not store encrypted
templates on the clients. They are logical extension of
distributed storage systems.
In this scenario, during the enrolment phase, the system
operates similar to systems with the centralized storage,
with two major differences (see image 2):


Values (H(id), sE, s b) are not stored on the client.
After calculating these values, client asks
authentication server to issue an request to storage to
add a record containing (H(id), sE, s b) into the
database.



Client discards all data, not just remaining ones
(public keys, the unencrypted seed and original
template). This means that no data is stored on a
client.

The key point here is that encrypted seed should never be
stored on the authentication server as the corresponding
private key is stored on it. This enforces the usage of a
database that is run on separate device which
communicates with the authentication server via encrypted
channel.

Image 2: Systems with centralized storage (enrolment phase)
During the verification phase, the system operates as
follows:



Client calculates user ID hash and sends it to the
authentication server.



User provides a token carrying his numeric ID and
non-invertible transform key Kt to the client.





Client obtains biometrics, creates a template b0’ and
generates cancelable binary template b’ = Kt  b0’.

Authentication server contacts the centralized storage
and retrieves values sE and (s b) from
corresponding (H(id), sE, s b) stored on it.



Authentication server sends value s b to the client.



Client calculates s b  b’ and sends it back the
authentication server.



Authentication server retrieves private key from
record (H(id), Kpriv) with the corresponding user ID
hash.



Authentication server decrypts the seed with the
private key s0 = E(sE , Kpriv) and generates the
keystream: s = PRNG (s0).



Server calculates b  b’ = s s  b  b’ and
compares the Hamming distance between cancellable
templates b and b’ with the treshold. According to
that result, the decision is made (user is genuine or
imposter) and sent back to the client.

Image 3: Systems with centralized storage (verification)

The security of the system with centralized storage can be
summarized as the security of the system with distributed
one. However, additional cryptographic countermeasures
are required to protect the communication channel between
authentication server and centralized storage. The major
difference between systems with distributed and
centralized storage is the usability. One-to-many system
does not require user to enrol on many clients as they share
the stored templates on centralized storage. A user enrolled
on one client can verify his identity on all clients connected
to the same authentication server. These systems have a
number of possible applications, ranging from facility
entry control to securing mobile banking authentication.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced modular authentication systems
architecture based on conventional XOR biometrics. The
system keeps biometric templates encrypted or at least
cancelable during all stages of storage, transmission and
verification, and does not suffer from severe computational
costs. Proposed architecture reassembles two factor
authentication as the user who wants to verify identity must
provide both biometrics and auxiliary data (non-invertible
transform key). In further work we will explore the
possible application of proposed authentication systems
with centralized storage to secure mobile banking
authentication.
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